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A B S T R A C T   

High-energy electron treatment procedures in radiotherapy pose a potential iatrogenic cancer risk as well as a 
critical health risk to patients with cardiac implantable electronic devices due to the generation of secondary 
neutrons in the linac head, the treatment room, and the patient. It may be argued that the neutron production 
from photons is well characterized, but the same is not true for electrons. Therefore, to assess the risk involved in 
an electron treatment, one must determine the neutron flux spectrum generated by the treatment procedure. The 
neutron spectrum depends on the treatment parameters used and therefore it is crucial to study its dependence 
on these parameters. In this work, eight experiments were devised to analyze how eight electron treatment 
parameters impacted the neutron spectrum. The parameters we considered were the electron beam energy, 
location of measurement, cutout size, collimator size, applicator size, collimator angle, choice of treatment room, 
and the presence or absence of a solid water phantom. For each experiment, we used a Nested Neutron Spec-
trometer™ (NNS) to measure the neutron flux spectra for multiple settings of the treatment parameter of interest. 
The resulting spectra were plotted and compared. We found that the electron beam energy and the location of 
measurement had the most impact on the neutron flux spectra, while the other parameters had a smaller or 
insignificant impact. This report may serve as a reference tool for medical physicists to help estimate the risk 
associated with a particular high-energy electron treatment procedure.   

1. Introduction 

Megavoltage (MeV) electron beams play an important role in modern 
radiotherapy, especially in the treatment of superficial tumours that are 
less than 5 cm deep inside the human body [1,2]. Medical linear ac-
celerators (linacs) are capable of generating a wide range of mega-
voltage electron beams and various radiotherapy techniques have been 
developed around these beams [3–5]. However, these high-energy (≳10 
MeV) electron treatment procedures are always associated with the 
inexorable generation of secondary neutrons as an unwanted radiation 
byproduct [6,7]. 

Electron beams generate secondary neutrons, known as electro-
neutrons, through a two-step process called electrodisintegration [8]. In 
the first step, an electron undergoes inelastic scattering by the Coulomb 
field of an atomic nucleus, thereby creating a bremsstrahlung photon 
[9–11]. In the second step, this photon interacts with the same atomic 
nucleus via the photodisintegration reaction and ejects a neutron from 

the nucleus. Since the bremsstrahlung photon does not appear outside 
the atom, the photon spectra cannot be measured and it is thus difficult 
to directly evaluate the electrodisintegration cross-sections of various 
materials [8]. 

The exposure of patients to electroneutrons during high-energy 
radiotherapy raises various radiation safety concerns. The whole-body 
dose contribution of electroneutrons is significantly lower than sec-
ondary neutrons associated with photon therapy for the same nominal 
beam energy [12,13]. Nevertheless, there is a non-zero iatrogenic risk 
for carcinogenesis [14–17] considering the typically-assumed linear no- 
threshold model for cancer risk at low radiation doses [13] and the high 
relative biological effectiveness of neutrons for inducing carcinogenesis 
[18,19]. Additionally, these electroneutrons are an important risk factor 
in radiation treatments involving patients with cardiac implantable 
electronic devices (CIEDs) [13,20–22]. CIEDs are susceptible to damage 
from single ionization events from high-LET radiation such as neutrons 
despite their low flux [20]. The risk increases with increasing neutron 
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flux and is also dependent on the neutron energy [23]. In order to 
properly assess these risks, it is essential to determine the neutron flux 
spectrum inside the radiotherapy room, since the risks vary with neutron 
flux and energy [24,25]. 

The electroneutron production cross-section is approximately 137 
times smaller than the photoneutron cross-section [8,26,27]. This low 
efficiency for production means that secondary neutrons are challenging 
to detect from electron beams and, as a result, they have historically 
been under-analyzed compared to secondary neutrons produced by 
photon beams in radiotherapy. The current status of published electro-
neutron studies around linear accelerators in radiotherapy environ-
ments is summarized briefly here. 

Soto-Bernal et al. (2017, 2018) have performed Monte Carlo simu-
lations to estimate the secondary neutron production and its spectrum 
from the Tungsten scattering foil inside the linac head [28,29]. Although 
these studies used a single component model with only the scattering foil 
[28], and a simple model that included a linac head [29], they were 
valuable contributions to our understanding of photoneutron and elec-
troneutron production. However, it is important to experimentally 
measure the electroneutron spectrum because the primary spectrum 
emanating from the linac is modified by the materials in the treatment 
room, as well as the primary and secondary barriers. Several other 
groups have measured neutron contamination around linacs using 
various active and passive methods [7,30–33]. With the exception of 
electron beam energy and measurement location, linac settings were 
fixed within a study for most of these analyses, making them difficult to 
apply to actual treatment scenarios. 

Typical electron treatment procedures use linac accessories for ter-
tiary collimation (e.g. horseshoe, applicator and cerrobend cutout) and 
involve specific linac settings including beam energy and cutout shape, 
in addition to the primary and secondary beam collimators [34]. 
Therefore, characterization of how the generated neutron spectrum is 
altered by varying these settings may enable a more realistic risk esti-
mation for radiotherapy procedures using MeV electron beams. 
Furthermore, the effect of having a patient present inside the room 
during the procedure must also be analyzed using a phantom to better 
describe the clinical situation. 

The objective of this study was to investigate the impact of eight 
different treatment parameters on the secondary neutron spectra 
generated during high-energy electron radiotherapy. These parameters 
were: electron beam energy, location of measurement in the room, 
cutout size, collimator size, applicator size, collimator angle, choice of 
the treatment room and the presence or absence of a solid water phan-
tom (representing a patient). In this manuscript, we describe our 
experimental approach to measuring electroneutron spectra as a func-
tion of these eight treatment parameters, present the resulting spectra, 

and discuss the underlying trends observed therein. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. The radiotherapy facility and treatment parameters 

Our cancer treatment centre is equipped with multiple radiotherapy 
rooms, two of which house Varian TrueBeamTM STx linacs that are 
capable of delivering 12, 16 and 20 MeV electron beams. During treat-
ments, these beams are collimated using applicators in conjunction with 
the collimator jaws, as shown in Fig. 1. The linacs are programmed to 
automatically set the collimator size to correspond to the applicator size 
used. For example, when using 20 MeV, the 20 × 20 cm2 applicator 
automatically sets the collimator size to 22 × 22 cm2, using the 10 × 10 
cm2 applicator sets the collimator size to 14 × 14 cm2, and using the 6 ×
6 cm2 applicator sets the collimator size to 11 × 11 cm2. In addition to 
the beam collimation by the applicator, a cutout made out of cerrobend 
(a eutectic alloy) is attached to the end of the applicator in order to 
shape the beam field to match the target (Fig. 1b). When a custom shape 
is not required, an open cutout with the nominal field size of the 
applicator may be used instead. The applicator with the cutout of choice, 
held by the horseshoe attachment mounted on to the linac head, 
together constitute the tertiary collimation system. As a safety interlock 
during routine operation, the linac requires the presence of these tertiary 
collimating attachments. This interlock was overridden to facilitate a 
subset of our experiments. The eight treatment parameters whose in-
fluence on the secondary neutron spectra we examined in this work are 
listed in Table 1. 

2.2. Measurements with the nested neutron spectrometer 

The Nested Neutron SpectrometerTM (NNS, Detec Inc., Gatineau, QC, 
Canada) [35] is a neutron spectrometer that has an operating principle 
similar to that of the Bonner sphere system [36–40]. It consists of a 
central He-3 chamber sensitive to thermal neutrons, embedded inside 
concentric cylindrical moderator-shells (shown in Fig. 2) made of high- 
density polyethylene (HDPE). These moderators are arranged in 
Russian-doll fashion, which permits an increase or decrease of the 
moderating material thickness around the He-3 detector by simply 
adding or removing shells. 

We used the NNS to measure the neutron flux spectra generated by 
megavoltage electron beams in our clinic. For all measurements, the 
NNS was placed on the treatment couch, centring the He-3 detector at 
the location of interest. Typically the He-3 detector is operated in pulse 
mode in which it is connected to a multi-channel analyzer to measure 
the neutron count rate. However, in radiotherapy environments, the 

Fig. 1. (a) A photo of our experimental setup showing the linac head attachments (horseshoe and applicator), the solid water phantom used as the patient surrogate 
and our neutron spectrometer on the couch. (b) A close-up of the applicator is shown with a 3 cm diameter circular cerrobend cutout. 
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neutron count rate is typically very high (exceeding 10,000 counts per 
second) and the He-3 detector must be operated in current mode [41] to 
avoid the effects of pulse pileup [35,42]. To operate the NNS in current 
mode, the He-3 detector was connected to an electrometer that 
measured the neutron-induced current during electron irradiation. The 
currents measured for each moderator configuration of the NNS were 
subsequently converted to count rates using a vendor-supplied conver-
sion coefficient that was validated by our group [43]. 

The He-3 detector is sensitive to neutrons as well as the background 
photon radiation in the room. To account for this background in current 
mode, the NNS also includes a He-4 detector that is insensitive to neu-
trons and has an identical response to the background photon radiation 
as the He-3 detector [42]. Therefore, to obtain the pulse-rate of neutrons 
alone, we repeated all our measurements under identical conditions 
with the He-3 detector replaced by the He-4 detector. The difference in 
the signals obtained with the He-3 and He-4 detectors provided the 
neutron-only signals. 

2.3. Unfolding and analysis 

The pulse-rate information acquired using the NNS must be decon-
volved with the detector response (i.e. unfolded) to produce the neutron 

flux spectrum (a 52-binned spectrum in our case) at the location of 
measurement. As described in our previous work [42], we unfold our 
data using the iterative Maximum-Likelihood Expect-
ation–Maximization (MLEM) algorithm [44]. The MLEM algorithm re-
quires the neutron pulse-rate data, NNS response functions, and an 
initial guess spectrum as inputs. The response functions for all eight 
moderator configurations of the NNS were generated via Monte Carlo 
simulations and provided by the vendor [35]. A step function was used 
as the initial guess spectrum, as justified in our previous work [42]. 

However, the conventional MLEM algorithm lacks an objective 
stopping criterion and introduces noise to the solution as it iterates. To 
reproducibly obtain noise-free spectra, we used a stopping criterion that 
was recently developed by our group [45], which is a modified version 
of the MLEM-STOP criterion of Ben Bouallègue et al. [46] for PET image 
reconstruction. This criterion involves evaluating the following indica-
tor function at each MLEM iteration k: 

J
k
=

∑I
i=1

(
mi − qk

i
2
)

∑I
i=1qk

i
(1)  

where I is the number of NNS moderator configurations, mi are the NNS 
measurements, and qk

i are the MLEM-reconstructed measurements at a 
particular iteration, k. MLEM is terminated when J

k⩽ m
3×105CPS. This 

threshold is based on the statistical properties of the NNS measurements, 
as described in detail in our previous publication [45]. 

The schematic shown in Fig. 3 summarizes our measurement and 
unfolding procedure and depicts the NNS response functions and the 
initial guess spectrum. 

2.4. Experimental setup 

We devised eight experiments to analyze the influence of each 
treatment parameter of interest on the secondary neutron spectra. We 
first defined the default settings for all the eight parameters, which are 
summarized in Table 1. The default settings corresponded to a 20 MeV 
electron beam, an open cerrobend cutout, 11 × 11 cm2 collimator with 
the 6 × 6 cm2 applicator, and the collimator angle at 0o. By default, the 
NNS was positioned at location A in treatment room #1, with no solid 
water phantom present. Then, for each experiment, we selected a single 
parameter of interest and varied its settings while keeping the other 
parameters fixed (i.e. at their default settings). The complete suite of 

Table 1 
The list of eight experiments undertaken to analyze the various parameters of 
interest and the list of parameter settings considered within each experiment 
group.  

Experiment 
number 

Parameter of interest Parameter settings examined (default 
parameter in bold font) 

1 Electron beam 
energy 

• 20 MeV   

• 16 MeV   
• 12 MeV  

2 Location of 
measurement 

• Location A: 1 m from isocentre 
along the treatment couch axis   
• Location A’: 1 m from isocentre and 
90o to the treatment couch axis   
• Location B: 2 m from isocentre along 
the treatment couch axis  

3 Cerrobend square- 
cutout size 

• Open cutout (same size as the 
applicator used)   
• 15 × 15 cm2 cutout   
• 10 × 10 cm2 cutout   
• 5 × 5 cm2 cutout   
Cutouts were inserted into a 20 × 20 cm2 

applicator for this experiment.  

4 Collimator size • 22 × 22 cm2 collimator   
• 14 × 14 cm2 collimator   
• 11 × 11 cm2 collimator   
• 0.5 × 0.5 cm2 collimator   
No cutouts or applicators were used in this 
experiment.  

5 Applicator size • 20 × 20 cm2 applicator (collimator 
size: 22 × 22 cm2)   
• 10 × 10 cm2 applicator (collimator 
size: 14 × 14 cm2)   
• 6 × 6 cm2 applicator (collimator 
size: 11 × 11 cm2)  

6 Collimator angle • 0o collimator angle   
• 90o collimator angle   
• 175o collimator angle  

7 Treatment room • Treatment room #1   
• Treatment room #2  

8 Presence of a 
phantom 

• Phantom absent   

• Phantom present   
The phantom used was a 30 × 30 × 14 cm3 

solid water slab.  

Fig. 2. A photo of the Nested Neutron Spectrometer (NNS), including the He-3 
thermal neutron detector and several high-density polyethylene moderator 
shells. The radial thicknesses of individual moderator shells are 2.71, 0.57, 
0.51, 1.12, 1.11, 2.22 and 2.23 cm respectively from the innermost shell to the 
outermost shell. 
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treatment parameters and the settings examined in all eight experiments 
are listed in Table 1. 

The default settings incorporated a 6 × 6 cm2 applicator and hence 
the maximum size of the cerrobend cutout that could have been inserted 
into this applicator was also 6 × 6 cm2. To be able to analyze how the 
secondary neutron spectra vary for a wide range of cutout sizes in 
experiment #3, we changed the applicator size to 20 × 20 cm2 and used 
a custom range of cerrobend cutouts for this applicator as indicated in 
Table 1. 

As mentioned previously, the linac automatically sets the collimator 
size according to the applicator used and hence a change in the appli-
cator settings implies an analogous change in the collimator settings. 
This effect can be observed in the settings of experiment #5 (Table 1). 
Therefore, to decouple the effect due to the applicators and the colli-
mators, we overrode the linac safety interlocks to irradiate without the 
applicator in place but with the collimator size set to the same size as 
would have been dictated by the applicator if it were in place (Experi-
ment #4 settings, Table 1). 

For each experiment, individual pulse-rate measurements were 
performed, as described in Section 2.2, while the electron beam was 
operated according to the parameters of the experiment at a dose rate of 
1000 MU/min for 1 min. The pulse-rate data obtained for each mea-
surement were unfolded to obtain the corresponding neutron flux 
spectrum at the location of measurement. 

To improve precision, we repeated each measurement three times 
and the average of the three independent repeats was input to our 
MLEM-STOP algorithm to unfold the neutron flux spectrum. To deter-
mine the uncertainty in a particular spectrum, we first defined a 
Gaussian distribution with the mean and standard deviation of the three 
repeated measurements. From this distribution, 50 pseudo- 
measurement sets were sampled randomly and unfolded to generate 
50 pseudo-neutron flux spectra. The root-mean-square (RMS) deviation 
of these 50 pseudo-spectra from the mean spectrum was defined as the 
uncertainty in each energy bin that corresponds to the upper and lower 
uncertainty limits on the spectra. Note that this accounts only for the 
type A uncertainties in our pipeline. 

In addition to the type A uncertainties, type B setup uncertainties 
were introduced in our measurements due to day-to-day experimental 
variations such as the NNS positioning variability. In order to estimate 
these type B uncertainties, we arbitrarily selected three measurements 

and repeated each of them on different days. The three repeatability 
experiments and their specific settings, different from the default set-
tings, are displayed in Table 2. The variation of these spectra from the 
previous measurements was observed and interpreted to represent the 
type B setup uncertainty in our experiments. 

For the experiment involving the solid water phantom (experiment 
#8), there was additional type B uncertainty due to the phantom posi-
tioning variations, which was determined separately because it applied 
only to a single experiment. To assess this uncertainty, we repeated 
experiment #8 with the solid water phantom in place and we examined 
the resulting spectral variation. 

We calculated the total neutron flux and ambient dose equivalent for 
each spectrum for the purpose of relative comparison. The total neutron 
flux for a spectrum is the area under it, which is the integral sum of 
neutron flux over the 52 energy bins. The ambient dose equivalent was 
obtained by multiplying the neutron flux in each energy bin by the 
corresponding fluence-to-dose conversion coefficient provided in ICRP 
74 [47]. Type A uncertainties of the total neutron flux measurements 
were calculated by propagating the type A uncertainty in the corre-
sponding spectrum using standard error propagation rules. The type B 
uncertainty of all total flux measurements was taken as the largest 
percentage difference in total flux between day 1 and day 2 among the 
three reproducibility measurements. Type A and B uncertainties for the 
neutron ambient dose equivalent values were determined similarly. 

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the NNS unfolding process using the MLEM-STOP algorithm.  

Table 2 
The list of experiments repeated identically on two different days and their 
settings used to estimate the type B setup uncertainty in our measurements. 
Three repeated measurements were taken for each experiment to improve 
precision.  

Measurement Specific settings 

Repeatability experiment 1 6 × 6 cm2 applicator with a 3 cm diameter 
cutout 

Repeatability experiment 2 10 × 10 cm2 applicator 
Repeatability experiment 3 20 × 20 cm2 applicator 
Phantom reproducibility 

measurement 
Phantom present  
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3. Results 

The secondary neutron flux spectra that were obtained for each of 
the eight experiments are shown in Fig. 4. The multiple spectra for each 
experiment correspond to the parameter settings listed in Table 1. The 
total neutron flux and the ambient dose equivalent values as calculated 
from these spectra are tabulated in Table 3. 

For the purpose of comparison, the spectra obtained in experiment 
#4 (collimator size) and experiment #5 (applicator size) are plotted 
together on the same axes in Fig. 5. This was done to demonstrate the 
impact of the applicator on the neutron spectra. 

Fig. 6 compares the spectra that were obtained from repeated ex-
periments to estimate the type B uncertainties due to the day-to-day 
experimental setup variabilities. The spectra obtained from repeated 

Fig. 4. The unfolded neutron flux spectra for all 
eight experiments. Each experiment had a single 
parameter that was altered from its default setting. 
The default settings corresponded to a 20 MeV 
electron beam, an open cerrobend cutout, 11 × 11 
cm2 collimator with the 6 × 6 cm2 applicator, and 
the collimator angle at 0o. By default, the NNS was 
positioned at location A in treatment room #1, with 
no solid water phantom present. All irradiations 
were performed at a dose rate of 1000 MU/min for 
one minute. The shaded region in each plot repre-
sents the type A uncertainty in our measurement.   
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measurements designed to assess the uncertainty introduced by the 
phantom positioning shifts are shown in Fig. 7. 

4. Discussion 

As evidenced from the spectra shown in Fig. 6, our experiments were 
highly reproducible. The total neutron flux had at most a ̃2% type A 
uncertainty and an additional 2.5% type B uncertainty. Similarly, the 
spectrum-dependent ambient dose equivalent, which is dependent on 
the spectral shape, had a maximum of 1% type A uncertainty and a 2% 
type B uncertainty. 

Over our eight experiments, the neutron flux varied between 194 ±
3 cm− 2 MU− 1 and 1950 ± 10 cm− 2 MU− 1. Additionally, the ambient 
dose equivalent rates, which are highly dependent on the spectral shape, 

ranged in value from (2.83 ± 0.03) × 10− 2 μSv MU− 1 to (28.2 ± 0.1) ×
10− 2 μSv MU− 1. As mentioned earlier, we assume a carcinogenic risk 
model that has no minimum threshold and is linear with respect to the 
radiation dose [13]. Also, the risk of CIED damage increases with 
increasing neutron flux [23]. Therefore, it is desirable to keep the 
neutron flux and dose as low as reasonably achievable. Here we discuss 
how the settings of the investigated treatment parameters impact the 
unwanted secondary neutron production. 

The electron beam energy and the measurement location (experi-
ments #1 and #2 respectively) clearly impacted the secondary neutron 
spectra as seen in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively. Neutron flux and 
ambient dose rapidly decreased in a non-linear fashion as the electron 

Table 3 
The calculated total neutron flux and ambient dose equivalents obtained for all 
eight experiments.  

Exp. 
# 

Parameter of 
interest 

Parameter 
settings 
considered 

Total neutron 
flux (cm− 2 

MU− 1) 

Ambient dose 
equivalent (μSv 
MU− 1) 

1 Electron beam 
energy 

20 MeV 1716 ± 10 (2.58 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

16 MeV 1542 ± 30 (2.13 ± 0.03) ×
10− 1   

12 MeV 194 ± 3 (2.83 ± 0.03) ×
10− 2  

2 Location of 
measurement 

Location A 1890 ± 10 (2.68 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

Location A’ 1938 ± 6 (2.61 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

Location B 1157 ± 3 (1.287 ± 0.003) 
× 10− 1  

3 Cerrobend 
square-cutout 
size 

20 × 20 cm2 1512 ± 6 (2.19 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

15 × 15 cm2 1644 ± 6 (2.46 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

10 × 10 cm2 1704 ± 10 (2.67 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

5 × 5 cm2 1758 ± 6 (2.73 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

4 Collimator size 22 × 22 cm2 1476 ± 6 (2.14 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

14 × 14 cm2 1758 ± 10 (2.50 ± 0.02) ×
10− 1   

11 × 11 cm2 1824 ± 10 (2.59 ± 0.02) ×
10− 1   

0.5 × 0.5 cm2 1914 ± 10 (2.63 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

5 Applicator size 20 × 20 cm2 1535 ± 4 (2.20 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

10 × 10 cm2 1800 ± 6 (2.64 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

6 × 6 cm2 1890 ± 10 (2.68 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

6 Collimator angle 0o 1890 ± 10 (2.68 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

90o 1764 ± 6 (2.38 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

175o 1818 ± 6 (2.51 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

7 Treatment room Treatment 
room #1 

1890 ± 10 (2.68 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

Treatment 
room #2 

1716 ± 10 (2.58 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

8 Presence of a 
phantom 

Phantom 
absent 

1950 ± 10 (2.82 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1   

Phantom 
present 

1890 ± 10 (2.68 ± 0.01) ×
10− 1  

Fig. 5. The unfolded neutron flux spectra obtained for experiments #4 (colli-
mator size; Fig. 4 and #5 (applicator size; Fig. 4e) are re-plotted together on the 
same axes to demonstrate the impact of the applicator on the neutron spectra. 
Solid lines indicate spectra that were measured when an applicator was 
attached to the linac and dashed lines indicate spectra that were measured 
when no applicator was attached. Lines of the same color indicate spectra that 
were measured with the same linac collimator size. The 22 × 22 cm2, 14 × 14 
cm2, and 11 × 11 cm2 collimators correspond to 20 × 20 cm2, 10 × 10 cm2 and 
6 × 6 cm2 applicato.rs respectively. 

Fig. 6. Three sets of unfolded neutron flux spectra, each obtained via identical 
measurements (represented with the same color) on two separate days (sepa-
rated with solid and dash lines) to estimate the type B experimental uncertainty. 
These measurements were performed using the NNS at location A while the 20 
MeV electron beam was operated at 1000 MU/min for one minute. The 
repeatability experiments #1, #2 and #3 used a 6 × 6 cm2 applicator with a 3 
cm cutout, a 10 × 10 cm2 applicator with an open cutout and a 20 × 20 cm2 

applicator with an open cutout, respectively. 
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beam energy was reduced from 20 MeV to 12 MeV. Both the neutron flux 
and ambient dose were reduced by 89% by reducing the beam energy 
from 20 MeV to 12 MeV. Task Group 158 (TG-158) of the American 
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) reported ambient dose 
equivalent values that decreased from 0.31 to 0.04 μSv MU− 1 (87% 
reduction) for the same change in energy but at a different measurement 
location than ours, closer to isocentre (10–50 cm from central axis) [13]. 
Other published studies reported similar reductions in neutron flux or 
ambient dose equivalent, approximately one order of magnitude, for the 
same reduction in beam energy [7,30,33]. 

We observed that changing the location from A to A’ (both at 1 m 
from isocentre but 90 degrees apart) without changing the distance from 
the isocentre had no impact on the neutron spectrum. However, 
increasing the radial distance from isocentre from 1 m to 2 m (i.e. from 
location A to B) reduced the neutron ambient dose by ̃50% and flux by 
̃40%, following the roughly inverse-square dependence of flux on dis-
tance. This trend has been reported in previously-published photo-
neutron studies [42,48]. 

We see from the spectra obtained in experiment #3 (cerrobend 
cutout size) that there is no appreciable spectral variation with the 
change in cerrobend cutout size. For the collimator size experiment 
(experiment #4) with the decrease in the collimator size, we observed 
an increase in both the neutron flux and ambient dose values. This effect 
was not meaningful for small changes (e.g. from 14 × 14 cm2 to 22 × 22 
cm2) but for larger changes (e.g. from 22 × 22 cm2 to 0.5 × 0.5 cm2), a 
29% growth in total neutron flux and 23% increase in ambient dose was 
observed. Photoneutron studies have also reported an increase in 
neutron production with decreasing collimator size [49–51]. This in-
crease in neutron production has been attributed to the increase in the 
collimator material (high-Z material) in the beam path as the field size is 
decreased. 

As mentioned earlier, the collimator size settings are coupled with 
the applicator size used. Therefore, we ensured that the collimator sizes 
selected in experiment #4 corresponded to the automatically dictated 
collimator sizes for the applicators we used in experiment #5 (applicator 
size). Doing so enabled us to isolate the impact of the applicators from 
the combined effect of applicator and collimator. Although the addition 
of the applicators introduced some disparity in the spectral shape as seen 
from Fig. 5, the changes were not large enough to cause significant 
differences in the neutron flux and ambient dose rates. 

For experiment #6 (collimator angle), we acquired all collimator 

angle measurements on the same day, which, for practical reasons, was 
not the case for the other experiments. This eliminated introduction of a 
type B setup uncertainty due to detector positioning variability between 
the three collimator angle measurements. The neutron flux spectrum 
obtained with the collimator angle at 0o had a larger fast peak (peak 
around 1 MeV in the spectrum) relative to the other two measurements 
at 90o and 175o (Fig. 4f). When the collimator is rotated, there are two 
physical changes that occur: (a) the orientation of the secondary colli-
mator jaws changes relative to the position of the NNS and (b) the 
horseshoe attached to the linac head that holds the applicator also ro-
tates. The difference in fast peak cannot be due to the orientation of the 
jaws because, in that case, the 0o and 175o would be equivalent. 
Therefore, we concluded that the difference in the fast peak was due to 
the rotation of the horseshoe. The open edge of the horseshoe faced the 
NNS when the collimator angle was at 0o whereas, at all other collimator 
angles, a closed edge faced the NNS. We thus propose that the material 
of the horseshoe lightly moderates fast neutrons and thereby causes a 
reduction in the peak. 

Experiment #7 (treatment room) was performed in two almost 
identical treatment rooms that housed identically-calibrated linacs. Yet, 
we observed a difference in the shape of the secondary neutron spectra 
measured in these two rooms (as shown in Fig. 4g), which corresponded 
to a ̃9% difference in the total neutron flux and a negligible difference 
in ambient dose. Even though the linacs were calibrated to produce 
equal electron dose output, according to the Task Group 51 (TG-51) 
protocol [52] of the Radiation Therapy Committee of the AAPM, it does 
not guarantee that the secondary neutron production is identical. Small 
differences in the materials and geometries of the linac heads and the 
treatment rooms may have contributed to the observed difference in 
neutron spectra. 

The placement of the solid water phantom in the electron field 
(experiment #8) showed an increase of flux at the fast peak of the 
spectrum. However, the total neutron flux and ambient dose values did 
not change significantly with this increase. The reproducibility mea-
surement performed with the phantom revealed qualitatively that a 
change of this magnitude could also be due to the positioning variability 
of the solid water phantom itself (Fig. 7). 

We acknowledge that there are additional parameters that may affect 
secondary neutron production in high-energy radiotherapy, including 
the size of the treatment room [53] and the linac make and model. 
Additionally, neutrons indirectly contribute to the whole-body exposure 
of both patients and staff via neutron-induced radioactivity in the linac 
head and treatment room [54,55]. However, in this study, we only 
considered a limited number of treatment parameters and risk factors 
that were within the scope of measurements made with the NNS at our 
facility. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, we examined the effect of eight different treatment 
parameter settings used in high-energy electron therapy on the sec-
ondary neutron flux spectra. We used a Nested Neutron Spectrometer to 
measure the spectral changes that were induced by individually varying 
the settings for each parameter. Variation of the electron beam energy 
and the location of measurement had the most appreciable impact on the 
measured spectra. The other parameters either required drastic changes 
in their settings to result in a measurable change in the neutron spectra, 
or had no impact at all. To our knowledge, this report is the first 
extensive analysis of the spectral impact of variations in the main 
clinically-relevant parameters used during high-energy electron beam 
radiotherapy. Therefore, this report may serve as a reference for medical 
physicists to estimate the impact of parameter choices on the secondary 
neutron production in a particular clinical electron beam procedure. 

Fig. 7. Unfolded neutron flux spectra obtained via identical measurements on 
two separate days with the solid water phantom in place. These spectra 
demonstrate the type B uncertainty in experiment #8 due to variability in 
phantom positioning. These measurements were performed using the NNS at 
location A while the 20 MeV electron beam was operated at 1000 MU/min for 
one minute. 
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